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Former British Defense Minister Denis Healey once observed that it “only takes five percent 
credibility of American retaliation to deter an attack [from Soviets], but it takes a 95 percent 
credibility to reassure the allies.” This maxim is yet again put to the test—this time for South 
Korea and Japan’s concern that the U.S. would “decouple” from its bilateral security commitments 
to protect these countries under the U.S. nuclear umbrella (and, as DoD-centric as the concept of 
“nuclear umbrella” may appear, the consequences of its credibility are significant for a large swath 
of the interagency).

Based on North Korea’s 2017 nuclear and intercontinental ballistic missile tests, some experts 
assess that North Korea may soon acquire the capability to miniaturize nuclear warheads and deliver 
a nuclear payload anywhere in the United States.1 There is little doubt that the North Korean regime 
remains a nuclear threat to the United States and its allies in East Asia. Japan and South Korea are 
wary of the U.S. reneging on its bilateral security guarantees, given North Korea’s ability to hold 
the U.S. homeland “hostage” with its long-range nuclear capability. The U.S. political and military 
machineries seem to be working overtime to assuage allies’ apprehension over the durability of the 
U.S. guarantee under the current administration.2

At the same time, China also poses a strategic threat to the United States and its allies. 
Specifically, China’s rise to power, which has been sustained by its growing economic and 
military dominance since 2007, has not been entirely peaceful. Indeed, China has—on a number of 
occasions—used “gray-zone coercion,” “an integrated suite of national and subnational instruments 
of power in an ambiguous war to gain specified strategic objectives without crossing the threshold 
of overt conflict.”3 Without checks on its sub-conventional tactics, China’s increasingly assertive 
behavior in maritime Asia will tip the balance of power in its favor and upset the U.S.-led liberal 
regional order in East Asia. In this revised balance-of-power paradigm, the United States may 
likewise find it difficult to keep its security commitments to Japan and South Korea.
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The deteriorating security environment resulting from both North Korea’s nuclear and missile 
threat and China’s rise has Japan and South Korea re-evaluating the degree of reliance they should 
place on the U.S. extended deterrence arrangement. But as Terence Roehrig points out in his new 
book, Japan, South Korea, and the United States Nuclear Umbrella, allies’ perceived security deficit 
under U.S. security patronage is not a new phenomenon. Indeed, Roehrig’s detailed account of 
the evolution of U.S. nuclear policy in East Asia since the Cold War shows that the United States 
has a decades-old problem with reassuring allies of its nuclear protection to them. Yet, Roehrig 
convincingly advances a rather optimistic outlook for the durability of the nuclear umbrella despite 
its dubious effect on preserving regional stability to date and questionable U.S. resolve to defend 
allies in East Asia with nuclear weapons. Roehrig’s well-supported analysis makes his new book a 
significant contribution to deterrence literature.

In the Beginning

Shortly after the conclusion of World War II and the Korean War, Japan and South Korea 
respectively came under U.S. security patronage via bilateral mutual defense treaties. For Japan, the 
U.S. occupation forces provided external defense against threats from its neighbors that harbored 
animosity due to Japan’s colonial past in Korea, wartime atrocities in China, and an ongoing 
territorial dispute with the Soviet Union. Likewise for South Korea, the United States provided 
deterrence against an invasion from the combined conventional forces of North Korea and China. 
Thus, when China achieved nuclear power status in 1964, Japan and South Korea naturally sought 
nuclear protection from their security patron—after dismissing the idea of developing their own 
nuclear weapons programs. As Roehrig explains, the U.S. nuclear umbrella that unfurled over 
East Asia during the Cold War bolstered security commitments from the United States to its allies, 
prevented the spread of nuclear weapons to new countries in East Asia during the second nuclear 
age, and preserved the U.S.-led global order in the region. Yet as Roehrig explains, the United States 
grappled with the credibility of its nuclear umbrella almost as soon as it was extended.

The Credibility Problem

Roehrig notes that the nuclear umbrella is not credible today because the United States appears 
reluctant to accept the costs of defending an ally and use nuclear weapons on an ally’s behalf. The 
United States is unlikely to trade Washington, which would surely be targeted for a retaliatory strike, 
for Tokyo or Seoul. While the credibility of the U.S. nuclear forces is strong, the credibility of U.S. 
resolve to use nuclear weapons in defense of an ally is not. In reality, there is no U.S. intention 
of or public support for using nuclear weapons to resolve a large-scale conventional inter-Korea 
conflict. For all these reasons, Roehrig concludes, the significant reputational cost to the United 
States and the modicum of operational advantage that can be gained from using nuclear weapons on 
the peninsula will dissuade the United States from using the nuclear option on behalf of their allies.

Roehrig further maintains that the U.S. nuclear umbrella is not credible because it is ineffective 
in countering the sub-conventional conflicts China and North Korea are increasingly employing. As 
Roehrig points out, it is inconceivable that the United States would use nuclear weapons to punish 
North Korea and China for their use of gray-zone tactics or to revert gains made by North Korea 
and China through gray-zone tactics. In sum: the U.S. nuclear umbrella is not enough to reassure 
allies because of its limited deterrence value against gray-zone coercion.
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Rather than relying on United States nuclear forces alone, Roehrig points out that the U.S. and 
its allies are increasingly relying on the combined U.S.-Japan or U.S.-South Korea conventional 
capabilities, to provide a deterrence effect in the region. Indeed, in recent years, Japan and South 
Korea have amassed significant defensive and offensive strike capabilities, respectively, in response 
to North Korea’s nuclear and missile advancements. Roehrig has also noted recent development 
of strategic doctrines by Tokyo and Seoul allowing each to take on a greater share of their external 
defense to resolve sub-conventional conflicts without drawing the United States into a confrontation 
with China or North Korea. Moreover, to deter the escalation of gray-zone conflicts, Roehrig argues 
that the conventional forces of the United States and its allies, combined with the ambiguity in U.S. 
nuclear use policy, are adequate in light of the limited utility of nuclear weapons in countering 
grey-zone tactics in the region.

Roehrig remains optimistic about this strategic nuclear deterrence. His confidence in the extended 
deterrence architecture may soon be tested in light of China’s growing hegemonic ambitions. Even 
without U.S. troop withdrawals from East Asia, U.S. regional influence is waning due to China’s 
increasing economic and military dominance in the region. Without counterweights to Chinese 
power expansion, Beijing may just achieve its strategic objectives as a fait accompli, rendering 
U.S. extended deterrence dead on arrival. This reality is motivating Tokyo and Seoul to pursue a 
thaw in diplomatic relations with Beijing to facilitate regional cooperation rather than competition. 
Contrary to Roehrig’s assertion that the U.S. alliance with Tokyo and Seoul will remain strong in 
the foreseeable future, Japan and South Korea’s strategic orientations toward China may lead to 
(if it has not already) a chill in the U.S.-Japan and U.S.-South Korea security alliances. Roehrig’s 
book, thus, could benefit from a fuller discussion on the future prospect of extended deterrence 
within the context of alliance management.

As Roehrig contends, the nuclear umbrella is a real and important political signal of U.S. 
commitment to its alliances. But with China’s rising influence and the perpetual credibility problem 
of the U.S. nuclear umbrella, Japan and South Korea may be looking to China as their next regional 
security partner. Seoul, for example, has relied on Beijing’s cooperation in its inter-Korea peace 
negotiation. Largely to placate Beijing’s security concerns, Seoul has in exchange agreed to refrain 
from additional Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) deployment (hosting of the U.S. 
regional ballistic missile defense network), and from forming a trilateral security alliance with the 
United States and Japan. South Korea has also limited its intelligence-sharing with the United States 
and Japan, and postponed a number of military exercises with the U.S. and allies, including Australia 
and Japan. Pending the outcome of the North and South Korea peace negotiations that began in 
earnest in 2018, the U.S.-South Korea bilateral security agreement may need to be reconceived to 
account for China’s regional security concerns.

As expected, Tokyo is increasingly isolated as China moves to supplant the United States as 
the dominant force in East Asia. Given waning U.S. influence and the limited deterrence effect of 
the U.S. nuclear umbrella, Tokyo may want to seek a greater degree of security cooperation with 
Beijing, perhaps at the expense of its alliance with the United States.

The Future of the Nuclear Umbrella

Roehrig insists the nuclear umbrella is here to stay. Consequently, the United States will have to 
continue to wrestle with its resolve to defend Japan and South Korea with nuclear weapons. Despite 
the credibility problem, Roehrig notes that the nuclear umbrella will remain a key component of 
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Tokyo and Seoul’s strategic doctrines. Indeed, South Korea and Japan are particularly sensitive 
to any U.S. actions that may be perceived as minimizing the role of nuclear weapons in extended 
deterrence, such as a plan announced by the Obama Administration to retire the Tomahawk Land-
Attack Nuclear Cruise Missile, and the “American First” foreign policy of the Trump Administration. 
Roehrig argues:

“Though the credibility of the nuclear umbrella is low, the nuclear umbrella re-
mains an important political signal that is an integral part of the regional security 
architecture and helps demonstrate the U.S. commitment to its allies in Asia. To 
withdraw the nuclear umbrella would be a serious alteration of the status quo that 
would disrupt security relations throughout the region.”4

However, as Japan and South Korea continue to improve their conventional forces and increase 
their share of the burden in maintaining regional stability, the United States may be looking at an 
extended deterrence architecture that relies less on the capability of U.S. nuclear weapons and more 
on the capability of allies’ conventional forces. Likewise, China’s rising power and how it wields 
that power in the region will likely dictate the robustness of U.S. alliances, and consequently, the 
relevance of the nuclear umbrella as a talisman in reassuring allies in East Asia. Citing Healey, 
Roehrig maintains that “[t]he credibility of the nuclear umbrella is tied to the overall credibility of 
the individual alliance….A strong alliance buttresses the nuclear umbrella, and vice versa.”5 Both 
Healey and Roehrig’s deterrence observations are in large part premised on healthy alliances. 

With a potential chill in the alliances as both Japan and South Korea vie for cooperation from 
China, it remains to be seen whether Healey and Roehrig’s observations about reassuring allies are 
still relevant when the health of the U.S.-Japan and the U.S.-South Korea alliances are less than 
robust. IAJ
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